**Description:**
Where It's Greater, a production studio located in Los Angeles, seeks an technician for our Bolt High Speed Cinebot, a robotic arm that lends us cutting edge motion control for the commercial photography and films we produce. Technician will service the robot as well as operate and provide assistance with robot during shoots.

**Qualifications:**
The ideal candidate will have experience in electronic production and mechanical fitting and/or servicing. Experience with high-precision 6-axis industrial robots is not essential, but those passionate about those specific kinds of robots are ideal. Any film industry experience a plus, but also not essential. Ability to problem solve and work well with others.

**Software / Hardware:**
Flair’s hardware is an Ethernet based distributed control system. The software runs on any Windows platform including Windows 10 and can run from something as small as a tablet or laptop to a full PC workstation. Moves can be created using keyframes, recorded from real-time inputs, or imported from CGI software such as Maya or MotionBuilder. Everything can be visualised in 2D or 3D graphs and is easily edited. Flair has built-in mathematical models of every type of complex robot or mechanics available, allowing the use of “Target Tracking.”

**Major:**
Computer Science, Robotics, Mechanical Engineering

**Hours:**
TBD

**Pay:**
Based on Experience

**Contact:**
Studio Manager, Eliza Wallace
eliza@whereitsgreater.com